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Pharmacy Benefit Managers (PBMs) administer prescription drug plans for sponsors (e.g., employers and insurers), negotiate drug prices with manufacturers, and negotiate reimbursement terms with pharmacies. This ConsumerGram analyzes the structure, conduct and performance of the industry and finds the lack of transparency in costs and prices leads to anticompetitive risks. The result can mean higher prescription prices for consumers.

A Market Failure

When a company hires a PBM to manage its employee prescription plan, who does the PBM represent? Typically, when a firm engages with a company to work on its behalf, it expects the hired company to act as a fiduciary, i.e., with the firm’s best interest in mind. However, in some cases conflicts of interest create a principal-agent problem. These problems can arise from a lack of transparency between the principal (the firm) and agent (the contractor). For sponsors that hire PBMs, this is indeed a problem.

While a plan sponsor faces the direct financial costs of the particular prescription plan being offered to its members or employees, only a PBM has a complete understanding of the prices and costs flowing between the various players involved in prescription plans. This unique insight comes from a PBM’s involvement in administering prescription plans for sponsors (and their employees and beneficiaries), and from the PBM acting as middleman in a series of opaque transactions involving sponsors, beneficiaries, pharmacies and manufacturers. These
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interactions among various parties create an environment for conflicts that drive PBMs to work for their self-interests, unbeknownst to the sponsor or beneficiary.

The lack of transparency leads to asymmetric market information, a *market failure*. PBMs access to better information about costs and prices gives it leverage in dealings with these other parties.\(^4\) When there are substantial costs at stake, market failures can require regulatory and legal remedies to protect consumers.\(^5\) The next sections will evaluate the industry structure, conduct and performance, in order to determine whether there is a presence of sustained market power that poses serious anticompetitive risks for consumers and that requires a public policy remedy.

**Market Conduct and Performance**

Plan sponsors hire and pay PBMs to run their prescription insurance plans and manage its costs. However, PBMs cut deals with pharmacies, promising them access to the plan’s subscribers in return for cutting fees or reimbursement for what the pharmacies would normally earn for filing a prescription. This tactic, called *spread pricing*, adds additional profits for the PBMs over and above what plan sponsors pay PBMs for managing their plans. In other words, as the middleman, PBMs receive additional profit from the spread between plan sponsors payments and pharmacies’ normal prices. This profiting occurs without the sponsors knowing what the various wholesale and retail prices are and without knowing the recovery of pharmacy fees.\(^6\)
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\(^4\) Asymmetric information always favors the party with better information. For example, say that a consumer negotiates to buy a used car. If the used car dealer has better information on the vehicle than the consumer has, then the consumer is more likely to overpay than the dealer is to undercharge.


\(^6\) This was extensively investigated by Henry C. Eickelberg, “The Prescription Drug Supply Chain Block Box – How it Works and Why You Should Care,” American Health Policy Institute, 2015.
In addition, PBMs establish menus and tiers of drugs available on the plan—called a *formulary*. In establishing the formulary, PBMs negotiate prices with manufacturers, sometimes promising manufacturers higher volumes of drug sales in return for lower prices or in return for promising formulary restrictions on competitive drugs through administrative steps. Essentially, PBMs limit price competition in return for deeper manufacturer discounts and rebates. However, the rebates are not necessarily known to or shared with the sponsor. The Pharmacy Benefit Manager Institute provides guidance on this practice for its members:

> Rebates and/or negotiated price concessions from manufacturers are typically based on the predicted volume of drugs from covered lives. Additionally, price reductions (discounts) may be negotiated for including a single manufacturer’s drug on the PBM’s formulary and excluding competing drugs or by putting the drug on lower cost-sharing tiers.\(^7\)

As before, the specific terms and conditions agreed between PBMs and manufacturers are unknown to outside parties, including the pharmacies that fill the prescriptions and the plan sponsors. In other words, in addition to having plan sponsors pay PBMs for managing the plan, they profit from their dealings with drug manufacturers, as well as from squeezing pharmacies.

Prescription plans often require beneficiaries (consumers) to cost-share through copays and deductibles. These sharing provisions are typically applied to the invoice or retail price for prescriptions. In recent years, there has been an increase in invoice prices for beneficiaries, accompanied with a much faster increase in manufacturer rebates for PBMs— all unbeknownst to plan beneficiaries.\(^8\) This means that consumers are paying more because of higher invoice prices, while PBMs are profiting more because of a surging increase in manufacturer rebates. The rebates are not flowing through to consumers in the form of lower prescription prices.

PBMs appear to be a major driver in the prescription price increases that distress consumers. As one expert writes, “most of the increase in drug spending were rebates pocketed
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by PBMs.”9 This flow-thru problem was also recently highlighted in a report from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services.10 Effectively, these tactics represent a tacit form of price gouging.

For example, if a manufacturer pays a PBM an incentive to offer a higher cost generic drug, by adding the drug to the plan’s formulary, the sponsor’s costs increase, as will the PBMs profits. This clear conflict of interest illustrates how PBMs do not necessarily represent the interest of the plan’s sponsors or their subscribers. Thus, the incentive for PBMs to do what is best for the plan and consumers is in direct conflict with the PBM’s incentive to profit.

There are many cases where generic drug prices are lower than plan deductibles (for example, Walmart’s list of $4 generics for 30-day prescriptions). Because some plan beneficiaries do not know this and pharmacists are not permitted to disclose this information under their agreements with PBMs, consumers are paying more than they should under their plans. The practice is called clawbacks, and it’s just one of several ways that some PBMs are increasing drug costs and lining their pockets.11 A simple solution would be to allow pharmacists to inform consumers that they could save money by paying cash and not using their PBM plan. Once again, this illustrates that PBMs have incentives to keep prescription costs high, instead of working on behalf of the sponsors by lowering costs without sacrificing quality.

PBMs have steady sources of profit when they manage sponsors’ plans: 1) beneficiaries and plan sponsors pay for the PBM for its service; 2) PBMs funnel sales to favored manufacturers in return for rebates and discounts; and 3) PBMs threaten to drop qualified pharmacies in order to squeeze concessions for prescriptions filled at pharmacies. Nowhere are the wholesale and average selling prices between the various parties published or transparent – not to drug
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manufacturers, not to consumers, not to pharmacies, and not to sponsors who offer their employees prescription plans.

It should be clear who PBMs represent. By one estimate, PBMs fail to pass $120 billion back to consumers, and retain another $30 billion in additional out-of-pocket costs. Meanwhile, the market leader, Express Scripts experienced an increase in net income from $2.0 billion in 2014 to 3.4 billion in 2016 – a 70% increase in profits in just two years. This comes in stark contrast with data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis showing that, across all industries, after-tax corporate profits have not increased in the last two reported years. As middlemen, PBMs are making money on all sides.

Market Structure

According to the Pharmaceutical Care Management Association (PCMA), the trade group that represents the PBM industry, PBMs manage pharmacy benefits for over 253 million Americans. Express Scripts (now merged with Medco), CVS Caremark and OptumRX (now merged with Catamaran) account for 78% of PBM market share. Among large businesses, the top two PBMs (Express Scripts and CVS Caremark) are reported to have 80% of the PBM market share. Because of recent mergers, the PBM market has increased in concentration, and that provides negotiating leverage which enables them to extract additional revenues and earnings.

Increased market concentration has allowed PBMs to become price-makers, and pharmacies as price-takers. Imagine a pharmacy working with only two PBMs in a community.
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In this example, the pharmacy’s access to the total market of consumers is highly restricted, since it must work through one or two PBMs to reach customers. Unless these pharmacies accept the terms of the PBMs, they are left serving a narrow cash market.

Even if pharmacies concede heavy discounts to PBMs, there is no market pressure for the PBMs to flow these savings through to sponsors or to consumers in the form of lower prices. Therefore, while PBMs benefit, consumers are not benefiting from industry concentration.

There is yet another conflict of interest. Large PBMs also provide mail-order prescriptions. If you are a customer that regularly gets drugs for a medical condition, PBMs can easily capture that customer for (typically for lower-cost) reoccurring business, thus entirely bypassing the pharmacy. In other words, PBMs can *cream-skim* customers to its own mail-order business. Because of conflicts of interest, self-dealing and the lack of transparency contributing to a market failure, PBMs have market power. For this reason, some have concluded that the PBM industry’s conduct is “anticompetitive and, in some cases, plainly illegal conduct,” and others are calling for industry regulation.

In summary, high market concentration provides PBMs substantial negotiating power in the marketplace and raises anticompetitive risks for consumers. Based on structure, conduct and performance, there is market failure, and that failure calls for regulatory remedies to lessen PBM market power and increase market transparency.

**Summary and Recommendations: Need for Transparency**

After reviewing the principal-agent problem, market failures caused by asymmetric information, conflicts of interest, collusive pricing, spread pricing, price gouging, self-dealing, clawbacks, undisclosed rebates from manufacturers (including increases in manufacturer’s rebates along with increases in invoice prices for beneficiaries), and establishing formularies that
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maximize profits instead of minimizing beneficiary costs – it can be concluded that PBMs are major drivers affecting higher prescription drug prices for consumers.

To the address these market failures and anticompetitive risks, as well as heighten market competition, the following public policy remedies need serious consideration:

- PBMs should provide the formulary, information on deductions and other out-of-pocket costs, and any administrative burdens (including preauthorization requirements) to consumers and employers before they sign up for a plan;
- Patients paying coinsurance and/or deductibles should pay the negotiated price and not pay the full price for drugs;\(^\text{20}\)
- Pharmacies should to be allowed and encouraged to disclose to patients when lower cost generics or over-the-counter medications are available outside of patients’ drug plans;
- Pharmacists should be allowed and encourage to disclose to patients when out-of-pocket costs are lower – if prescriptions are paid in cash instead of using insurance benefits; and
- In dealing with the flow-thru of manufacturer discounts and rebates, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HRSA) or another government agency should be given federal auditing oversight to collect the information necessary to measure the extent to which PBMs are flowing (or not flowing) additional revenues back to beneficiaries. This measure of pass-thru should be made available to the public for each PBM on a macro level.

To this last point, PBMs are virtually unregulated in what is an otherwise regulated healthcare sector. Having government-run audits of PBMs – including the collection of costs and prices – would help direct PBMs in providing a quality service to beneficiaries, while minimizing plan costs for sponsors. The HRSA (or another federal agency) would maintain confidentiality of the disaggregated data, and it would retain the data in case it is needed for any future trade or antitrust investigation. Most importantly, the federal agency would make the aggregated flow-thru estimate available to the public. While this auditing oversight would be for informational
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purposes only, it would provide an increased level of transparency without imposing overly intrusive regulations. Consumers and sponsors would now have this information available to them when making choices about their prescription plans.

The structure, conduct and performance of the industry confirms the presence of market failures and it provides evidence that total consumer welfare is being adversely affected – consumer prices are being intentionally inflated and PBMs have a fiduciary duty to sponsors that is not being honored. The “light touch” regulatory remedies recommended here seek to reduce market power, increase transparency, provide consumers with more options, and heighten competition within the PBM market. The goal is to provide consumers and sponsors the information they need to make better market decisions.